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Abstract

An exlJeriuwntal investigation was conducted on a 5-degree ha!f angh' cone and a 5-degree ha!lLangh" .]lared

cone in a conventional Math 6 wind tunnel to examine the efl_,cts o/facility mffse on houndary laver transition. The

inJhwnce of tunnel m)ise was it!fi'lT"ed by comparing transition onset locations dewrmined from the present test to

thai previott.s'ly obtained in a Math 6 low disturbance quiet tunnel. Together, lilt' two sets o.1" e.rperinu'nts tot"

believed to represenl the first direct comparison of transition onset between a conventional atul a low disturbance

wind tunnel using a common lest model and transition detection technique. In the present conventional hypersonic

tunnel experiment, separate measurements of heal tran.}fi'r aml adktbatic wall temperatures were obtained on the

conical models at small angles of attack over a range of Reynolds munbers, which resulted in laminar, transitional,

arm turbulent.[low. Smooth model turbulent heating dist)-ibutions are compared to that obtained with transition

.]orced via discrele sluface roughness. The model nosetip radius was varied to examine tilt' tJ'['ects of bluntness on

transition onset. Despite wall-to-total tenq_erature dilJerences between the transient heating measurements arid the

adkdxttic wall tetnperature measurements, the two methods Jor dewrmining stuuT_ coltt' transition onset generally

yielded equivah'nt locations. In the "noisy" mode of the hypersonic low disturbance tunnel, transition onset (_'curred

earlier than that nwasured in the conventional hypersonic tunnel, suggesting higher h, vels of freestream acoustic

radiation relative to the conventional tunnel. At comparable freestream conditions, the transition onset Reynolds

nunlber under low disturbance conditions was a factor of 1.3 greater than that measured on ]kwed cone in the LaRC

conventional hypersonic tunnel and a.fiwtor of 1.6 greater than tire flared cone rlln in the low disturbance tunnel run

"noisy". Navier-Stokes mean .[low comlmtations and linear stability analysis were conducted to assess tilt'

experimental results am] have imticated N ./actors associated wilh sharp flared cone transition onset to be

approximately a factor of 2 lower than that ij!lerred fi'ont tire corresponding low disturbance tunnel measurentetffs.

Nomenclature _ angle of attack (degree)

h heat transfer coeff. (Ibm/ft:-sec), q/(H,,,- H,,) (p roll angle(degree)
6 boundary layer height (in.)

where H:,,, = H,z 0¢ cone half angle (degree)
H enthalpy (BTU/Ibm) Subscripts

k boundary layer trip height (in.)

L reference length based on sharp tip model (in) aw adiabatic wall

M Math number B blunted nosetip

N exponential factor in amplification ratio e N b base

from linear stability theory e local value at boundary layer edge

P pressure, psia n mtv, lel nose

q heat transfer rate (BTU/ft-'-sec) ref Fay and Riddell stag. heating (R.=0.125-in.)

R ,,_ r radius (in.) S sharp nosetip

t time (see) T transition onset

Re unit Reynolds number (I/ft) o reservoir conditions

T temperature (°F) 2 stagnation conditions behind normal shock

x axial distance from cone apex (in.') _ free-stream conditions
w wall
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transition during hypersonic ascent, cruise, or entry cam

represent an important thermal protection system (TPS)

design constraint I. From a thermal protection

perspective, the success of the ceramic-based tiles

utilized on the US shuttle orbiter was in some reg.,re,Is

the consequence of a conservative (and costly) design

philosophy. Strategies for achieving an economically

viable next generation space transportation system with
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testing will continue into the near future. Most of the
NASA's recently proposed X-vehicles have been tested
in the NASA LaRC 20-1nch Math 6 Air Tunnel with a

majority of the aerothermodynamic studies emphasizing
hypersonic transition and the characterization of surface

roughness effects ;_u'. While it is recognized lhat
improvements in TPS technology have been made since
the first flight of the US shuttle orbiter, most have not
been flight demonstrated. A recent review of roughness-
dominated transition suggests TPS technology for

reentry vehicles in the near future may continue to be
roughness dominated 57. Traditional ceramic TPS tiles
such as those used on the Shuttle Orbiter often suffer

launch-induced damage and/or develop protruding gap
fillers. Both forms of local surface roughness have been

responsible for the occurrence of early Ixmndary layer
transition in flight 5s. Stitching patterns fimnd on
thermal blankets produce another form of local

roughness. Metallic TPS panels that were proposed for
use on the X-33 _>'_ could have been susceptible to

thermally induced expansion/bowing producing

roughness in the form of a wavy wall.

It is generally accepted that Ixmndary layer
transition can result from parametric instabilities, mode
interactions, or transition bypass mechanisms (a term

commonly used to identify transition modes which
bypass the linear growth process of disturbances).
When vehicle surface roughness are present (a typical
bypass), it is believed that facility noise from
conventional tunnels has little effect on transition.

Experimental studies have suggested that while noise
may have little effect for roughness heights laJ'ge
enough to be considered effectiv& _(turbulence initiated
immediately downstream of the roughness element site),
there still may be an influence of wind tunnel noise on
transition onset data derived ['rom roughness that are less

than effective _'2r'_. Based upon experimental evidence
suggesting the susceptibility of less than effective
roughness elements to acoustic disturbances,
quantification of the conventional facility disturbance
environment is essential.

Experimental Methods

The present tests in the LaRC 20-1nch Mach 6 Air
Tunnel utilized two models that were originally
constructed for testing in the LaRC Mach 6 NTC Quiet

Tunnel. The original stability experiments were to be
conducted on a 25-inch long (sharp tip) 5-degree straight
cone model shown schematically in Fig. la.
Undocumented surface temperature measurements made

on the 5-degree straight cone in the LaRC Mach 6 NTC
Quiet Tunnel revealed that boundary layer transition
onset did not occur.

Consequently, the emphasis of the stability tests
shifted to the second conical model (with a flared base).

The purpose of the flare was to promote boundary layer
instability via an adverse pressure gradient to insure

transition would occur on the model within the limited

quiet flow Reynolds number capability of the Math 6
NTC Quiet Tunnel.

R n = 0.00010, 003125, 0.06250

R n ,_

25

4.4

Origin (tip)

(0,0) Pressure v

taps (46)
rhermocouptes (94)

(a) 5 deg straight cone and nosetip

dimensions (inches)

R n = 000010, 0.03125. 0.06250, 0.09375, 0.12500

' R = 93 071

20

10

4.6

Origin (tip)

(0,0) Pressure _

taps (29)
Tharmocouplas (51)

(b) 5 deg flared cone (Model 93-10) and nosetip
dimensions (inches)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of slender cone
models.

A schematic diagram of the flared cone model

geometry is shown in Fig. lb. Measuring 20-inches in
length (sharp tip) the model base diameter is 4.6-inch.
The first 10-inch section of the model consists of a 5-

degree half angle cone followed by a 10-inch section
comprised of an outward flare. Tangency was specified
at the cone/flare junction. An arc radius of 93.07-inches
defined the flare curvature. Details of the 5-degree half

angle flared cone model (designation 93-10) can be
found in Ref. 16.

Both models were constructed thin walls fabricated
from 15-5 stainless steel to reduce surface heat
conduction effects and m bring the models to thermal

equilibrium as quickly as possible during a run. The
flared cone model was constructed with five

interchangeable nosetips (R.= 0.0001, 0.03125,
0.06250, 0.09375, and 0.125-inch) fabricated from 13-8
stainless steel (see Fig. la-b) while the straight cone

had three nosetips (R.= 0.0001, 0.03125, 0.06250).
The surface finish on both models was originally highly

polished to minimize waviness and roughness induced
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the flow was limited to 20 seconds. A detailed

description of this facility may be found in Ref. 64

In an attempt to attenuate noise from upstream

piping/air control valves, the settling chamber wits
enlarged and recently retrofitted with a series of

acoustically 7 damping porous screen elements. This
technology was based upon quiet tunnel experience at
LaRC and was designed to reduce pressure fluctuations
in the settling chamber to approximately 0.005 % of

the stagnation pressure.

Mass flow and total temperature fluctuations
were measured in this facility _6 at reservoir conditions

(P,, = 125 psia and T. = 410 degree F.) very close to the
reserw_ir conditions associated with the quiet tunnel low
disturbance condition (P,, = 130 psia and T,, = 350 debnee

F.). In that work. a dual wire constant temperature
anemometer was used to infer mass and total

temperature fluctuations of 2.4% and 1.4%,
respectively. Freestream spectra from this study at 125
psia began to roll off at approximately 10 kHz with
little measurable fluctuations above the electronic noise
floor out to the limits of the measurement near 160
kHz. As discussed in Ref. 65, the mass fluctuations

were converted to pressure fluctuations and were quoted
as 3.4%. which the attthors claim was comparable to
the results of Ref. 66 which reported 2.8% using a pitot

probe. These quantitative measurements were made
prior to the addition of the acoustically damping porous
screen elements in the settling chamber and should be

repeated.
Maeh 6 No==le Test Chamber Quiet

Tunnel: Heated and dried air was used as the test gas.

Typical low disturbance operating conditions for the
tunnel were: stagnation pressures ranging from 80 to

130 psia, stagnation temperatures up to 350 degree F,
and a maximum freestream unit Reynolds numbers of

2.8 million per foot. A contoured axisymmetric slow
expansion nozzle was used to provide a nominal
freestream Math number of approximately 5.9. The
nozzle exit diameter was 7.49 inches with the flow

exhausting into an open jet test section: the nozzle
throat diameter was 1.0-inch. This facility had no

model injection system thus transient based heat transfer
measurements could not be obtained. Run time for the

adiabatic wall temperature measurements varied between
30 and 60 minutes. Details concerning the facility, the

size of the quiet flow envelope and measurements of the
disturbance environment are discussed in Ref. 12.

Test Conditions and Setup

Reservoir and corresponding fi'ee stream flow
conditions for the present tests in the LaRC 20-Inch
Math 6 Air Tunnel are presented in Table I. The quiet
tunnel test condition is represented at P,, = 130 psia ard

T, = 350 degree F. The freestream properties were
determined from the measured reservoir pressure

temperature and the measured pitot pressure at the test
section. The standard pr_x:edure used to compute flow

conditions for the ALC facilities uses the viscosity

formulation given by Chapman-Cowling and is detailed
in Ref. 67. However, for the present test the computed

Reynolds number was based upon the less accurate
Sutherland formulation for viscosity to maintain

consistency with the method employed to compute flow
conditions for tests made in the LaRC Math 6 NTC

Quiet Tunnel. Computed Reynolds numbers based
upon Sutherland's formulation are generally 5% lower
relative to that inferred from Chapman-Cowling.

In the present test, the ratio of m_xlel base area to
tunnel cross sectional area for the cone flare model (93-
10) was 0.042 and 0.036 for the straight cone. In both
wind tunnel experiments a base mounted cylindrical

sting suplx_rted the conical models. A limited number
of runs were made with an uncalibrated hotwire

positioned in the freest,'eam just outside the m_xlel
shock layer. The probe was attached to a holder that
was mounted to the cylindrical sting. Model angle-of-

attack (pitch) and sideslip (yaw) were referenced to the
geometric centerline of the tunnel and were set to zero
in the tunnel using a combination of accelerometer
based angular measurements and a laser alignment

system. It should be recognized that geometric pitch
and yaw angles may not represent actual flow pitch
yaw angles if flow angularity is present. A photograph
of the sting supported cone flare model is shown in Fig.
2. Details of the cone flare model installation in the
NASA LaRC Math 6 NTC Quiet Tunnel can be found
in Ref. 16.

Test Techniques

Adiabatic" wall temperature: In the original

stability experiments conducted in the low disturbance
tunnel, the individual thermocouple temperature
measurements were monitored with time and used to

determine when the model had obtained a state near

thermal equilibrium. The resulting temperature
distribution was used to identify transition onset. The

test pr_x:edure for the quiet tunnel measurements
inwflved preheating the model by exposing it to
hypersonic conditions for 30 to 60 minutes to achieve
thermal equilibrium. For the adiabatic wall temperature
measurements in the conventional tunnel test, the test

procedure was designed to approximate as closely its
possible this technique. That is, the model was injected
into the hypersonic stream and allowed to reach a state
near thermal equilibrium. Higher mass flow rates with
the present conventional tunnel tests limited total run
times to approximately 12 to 15 minutes depending on
the desired Reynolds number. Temperature time
histories obtained during each run were monitored
indicated when thermal equilibrium was approached.

Typical time rate of change of temperature near thermal
equilibrium was on the order of 0.5 degree per minute.
At the low Reynolds number laminar conditions (Re, <
1.1 x 10_') this criteria could not be reached and required
that the model be preheated prior the start of the run.
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The ESP pressure measurement system wits
calibrated prior to each run. The measured surface
pressure was expressed in nondimensional form, P,/P_,
and in terms of a pressure coefficient. Measured
reservoir values of Po and To are estimated to be

accurate to within +_2percent.
The accurate determination of angle of attack was

of utmost importance for the present slender cone tests
as small model angles of attack relative to the flow can
have a large effect on the theoretically computed
frequency of the most unstable second-mode disturbance
z,, The angle of attack of the cone models was set to
zero degrees by placing two calibrated accelerometer
based inclinometers along the 0 and 180 degree rays of
the cone surface. A model incidence of zero degrees was
inferred when the absolute angular magnitude of both

inclinometers was equal. Uncertainties in model angle-
of-attack associated with accelerometer based
measurements are estimated to be +-0.07 degree. As

shown in Fig. 3, rolling the model 180 degrees

produced no changes in the heating distribution auad
indicated that flow angularity was not an issue. Based
on schlieren images, the model incidence was observed

to change by no more than 0.05 degree due to thermal
gradients in the support hardware during the long
duration runs. The sideslip angle of the cone models
was set to zero degrees by alignment of a laser light

sheet ahmg the longitudinal array of pressure orifices.
Uncertainties in model sideslip angle ass(x:iated with

optical based measurements are estimated to be +_0.2

degree.

Computational Methods

Prelace

Mean flow computations associated with the sharp nose
conical models were perlormed with two Navier-Stokes
solvers. LAURA, the benchmark code of the

Aerothermodynamics branch at NASA LaRC, was u,sexl
to provide straight cone surface heating predictions for
comparison with laminar and turbulent measurement.
Predictions provided by CFL3D were used to obtain
boundary layer profile inputs used in the subsequent
boundary layer stability analysis on the flared cone.

Mean Flow Calculations - LAURA

Computations were performed using the
LAURA 7c_7_ code (version 4.9.2). The LAURA

(Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation
Algorithm) code is a three-dimensional, finite-w_lume
solver which includes perfect-gas, equilibrium and non-

equilibrium chemistry models, and can be used to solve
the inviscid, thin-layer Navier-Stokes, or full Navier-
Stoke equations. For the current study, the thin-layer
Navier-Stokes equations were solved. Laminar

computations were performed to determine heating rates
for comparison with the laminar wind tunnel data, 'and
to obtain boundary layer edge-parameters lor future
correlations. Turbulent computations were performed

for comparison with turbulent wind tunnel data using

the algebraic Baldwin-Loma xT: model with
modifications 7_for compressible flow and either a zero-

length or Dhawan-Narashima TM transition length model.
The transition onset location lbr the computations was
determined from the wind tunnel data. Solutions were

computed on an axisymmetric, single-block (101 x 65)

point grid. Grid adaptation was performed to align the
bow-shock with the grid and produced nominal wall cell

Reynolds numbers on the order of 10. Freestream
conditions for the LAURA wind tunnel computations
were set to the freestream operating conditions of the
current test, which are listed in Table 1. For the wind

tunnel computations, a unilk_rm, ambient 80 degree F
model wall temperature boundary condition wit,;

imposed.

Mean Flow Calculations - CFL3D

Mean flows around the cone used in the stability

predictions were computed using CFL3DVS7% which
solves the compressible, three-dimensional, thin-layer
Navier-Stokes equations with a finite-volume
formulation. The ccxle is characteristic-based, where

upwind-biased spatial differencing is used for the
inviscid terms. The flux-difference-splitting method of
Roe vvwas used to obtain fluxes at the cell faces. All

viscous terms were centrally differenced. The ccxle

provides tot a variety of techniques that were used to
accelerate convergence to steady state. In addition to
local time-stepping, grid sequencing and multi-gridding
were used. Grid sequencing allows the user to establish
a converged or partially converged solution on a coarser
grid before prl_eeding to a finer grid level.
Multigridding is used to eliminate long-wavelength
errors on the finer grids, and thereby improve

convergence.
Except where indicated, the calculations were

performed using adiabatic wall conditions on the cone
surface. Extrapolation was used as the downstream
(outflow) boundary condition and the free stream
conditions specified in Table 1 were specified upstream
of the cone and were used as the far-field condition. The

shock was always captured within the domain.
The calculations were performed using a single-

block grid with 137 nodes in the streamwise direction
and 257 nodes in the cross-stream direction. The flow
was lbrced to be axisymmetric by computing only a

single azimuthal cell with width of I degree and periodic
boundary conditions. Seven nodes of the streamwise

grid are upstream of the nose of the cone: the eighth
node coincides with the sharp cone tip. Four levels of

multi gridding were applied at the finest grid. At least
50,000 iterations were used on the finest grid for each
calculation. Additional iterations resulted in negligible

changes to the computed flow.
At a unit Reynolds number of 6.2 x 10_'/ft (not

shown), the results using the full grid were compared
with the results using a grid consisting of every other

point in the streamwise and cross-stream directions. A
pointwise comparison of the computed velocities
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number, tile transition peak is clearly observed but

typically becomes more difficult to identify as mmsition
onset moves aft (e.g. lower Reynolds number or
increased nose bluntness). The transition peak is often
identified with the end of transition and hence the
establishment of fully developed turbulent flow.

Inspection of Fig. 4a suggests that the point of fully
developed turbulent flow lies some distance downstream
of the measured transitional peak and is consistent with

the experimental observations of Refs. 52 and 82. This
distinction, however, between the transition peak 'and

fully developed turbulent flow is of importance when
validating CFD turbulent heating prediction.

0.14

0.12

0.1

0.08

0.06

.._turbulent prediction from transition peak

-e- No trip (natural transition)

0.0045-in. trip k/b = 03

--e-0.0065-in. trip Ida = 0.4

0.0115-in. trip kh; = 0.7

Turbulent prediction
from nose

Single diamond trip

0.04

0.02

0
0 10 15 20 25

x, inches

(b) Re_=4.3 x lO_'/ft

0.14

0.12

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

No trip (natural lransilion)

---E_-0.0045-in. trip k_ = 0.15

_o--0.0065-in. trip _ = 0.22

0.0115-in. trip k/b = 0.38

prediction
from nose

Single diamond trip

0.02

0 i , , , i , , , , t , i , , J

0 5 10 15 20 25

x, inches

(c) Re_=l.l x 10r'/ft

Fig. 4. Comparison of measured smooth and
discrete trip heating distributions with
laminar and turbulent prediction, 5 deg.

straight cone, M®=6 (conventional), ix=0 deg,
R,=0.0001 -in.

In Fig. 4b, nattmd "smooth" b(_y transition at
Re.=4.3 x 10"/ft has been compared to transition forced
with discrete boundary layer trips. The ratio of trip-to-

boundary layer height (k/g) varied from 0.3 to 0.7. As

expected, the larger trip heights are more effective at
bringing transition onset closer to the trip location
(x=2-in). Typical of all forms of roughness tested in

the present study, agreement between the mettsumd
smooth wall and the fi_rced turbulent heating with

turbulent prediction was generally better than +-5cA. In
Fig. 4c natural "'smooth" body transition at Re,=l.I x
10¢'/ft was not observed. The largest trip had only a

marginal effect. Laminar heating predictions were

generally within 5% of measurement.

Wall Temperature Ratio and
Reynolds Number E.'lfects

The heating distributions in Fig. 4 were infened
from temperature-lime measurements whereby the
model residence time in the flow was only a l_w
seconds. The me,del wall temperature under adiabatic

conditions (separate ran-residence time in flow

approximately 14 minutes) was, naturally, higher than
that measured with the transient heating technique.

Wall temperature can affect hypersonic transition. In
the context of linear stability theory, hypersonic

boundau layers on a slender cone near M_ = 6 would
have both first and second m(xle disturbances. Wall

cooling would be expected to stabilize first nw,de
disturbances while destabilizing the second mod&' s4.

400 _ Run 227 Re_ =7.8x 106/1t

= _

300

20o

I--

@ t = 14 minutes

Run 17 Rex = 7.8 x 106/ft

-- -==--,,- i _ii

100 _ r

Transient Run 13_Re x = 1.1 x 106fit

Tw,tT o = 0.59

@ t = 1.5 seconds
, ,_, I .... J t0 ..... L

5 10 15 20 25
x, inches

Fig. 5. Comparison of model temperature
distributions for recovery temperature

(adiabatic wall) and transient heating
measurements, 5 deg. straight cone, M®=6
(conventional), Re®=i.l and 7.8 x 10_/ft,

c¢=0 deg, R,=0.0001-in.

A correlating parameter often us_ed is the wall-to-

total temperature ratio. T,,/T,,. The manner in which
T,,/T,, is varied can impact the transition process in a
ground based tunnel. Changing the stagnation
temperature to produce a variation in T,,/T,, would likely

9
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downstream of that inl'en'ed from the adiabatic wall

temperature distribution (T,,/T.=0.86). This was not the
anticipated trend whereby a decre_ in T,,/T,, would be

expected to destabilize the second mcx.le resulting in a
forwm'd movement in the location of transition onset.
It should be also noted that in several investigations
conducted in conventional hypersonic facilities 5_ little

change in transition onset Reynolds numbers for
.59<T,,/T,,< 0.86 were reported. Further discussion is
deferred to the section dew)ted to Co_Telation of
moa,,,rement to linear stability prediction.

Adiabatic Tw/T o = 0 86 t 1

08

006

0.03

Transient Tw/T o 0

0 k

g

Re_ = 3.2 x 106/11

, i , i i L J

0 5 10 15 20 25

x, inches

(e) Re_=3.2 x 10_'/ft. P,, = 180psi. T,, = 450 deg F

0.06

0.03

$
Transient

Tw/T o = 0.59
0_ , , , , h i ,

0 5

g
= 4.3 x 106/ftRe=

, i i i , , i i .... i i , , , ]

10 15 20 25

X, inches

o.9
k-

0.8

(f) Re,=4.3 x 10_/ft. P,, = 250psi. T,, = 450 deg F

As expected, an increase in Reynolds number.
Fig. 6a-h, moved the transition onset point on the cone
surface upstream. The first indication of a transition
peak (kx:alized maximum in the nondimensionalized
heating distribution) occurred at Re_ = 4.3 x 10*'/ft.

At Re_= 2.8 x I O"/ft, the nominal reservoir

temperature and pressure conditions corresponding to the
quiet tunnel conditkm were 350 degree F and 130 psia.
respectively. This relatively low temperature reservoir

condition had been selected to reduce hot-wire overheat

requirements for that test series. Concerns that this
quiet tunnel operating condition lie too close to the air
liquefaction curve were assessed in the conventional
tunnel by testing at different reservoir

pressure/temperature combinations so as to hold Rejft
constant at Re.= 2.8 x 10Uft. The largest difference in

transition onset, Fig. 6c-d. was approximately 0.25-in.
;.m(t was considered insigificant.

1

Adiabatic Twfr o = 0 86

w I i.,.g

Re =5.4x

08

8_

006 _ g ...,- 6

_ 0.03

Transient _

rw% :°591 - ----7
0 _,';, L ,I, _ • ]

5 20 2510 15

x, lnches

(g) Re.=5.4 x 10_'/fl. P,, = 325psi. T,, = 475 deg F

Adiabatic Tw/To = 0 86

"_ 10_ O.9 5

--Re =6.2x

0.8

iI /%0.06

Re x =62 x 106/11

_Translent I -- "_m_==_d_o_=.-_
LT /T_ = 0591 -- _ -

0 "W O _ I I

0 5 10 15 20 25

x, inches

(h) Re_=6.2 x 106/ft, P,, = 365psi, T,, = 475 deg F

Fig. 6. Comparison of smooth body
transition onset inferred from heating
distributions with those determined via wall

recovery temperature 5 deg. straight cone,
M®=6 (conventional), ¢t=0 deg, R.=0.0001-in.

Bluntness IzJfects

While primarily intended to provide data for

comparison to the quiet tunnel results, the present
conventional tests also served to assess the effects of

nose bluntness and angle of attack on transition onset.

il
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differences in 0_ and R%.,, exist between the data sets it
is difficult to quantify the differences in magnitude.

The variation of the normalized transition
location oll the windward ray with angle of attack for

the hhmted cone exhibited a different trend than the

shaq_ cone and are consistent with Stetson (Ref. 49}.
5

Rn/R b

--o--0.000

.--L_-0.014

4 --,w.-O,029

.........0.000

..... 0.000

-- - -0.020

ReR, n Re_ ft "1

65 7.8 x 106

20.300 7.8 x 106

40,625 7.8 x 106

450 9.7 x 106 {Ic = 5 (:leg (Krogmann)

800 9.7 x 106 ttc = 8 dog (Stetson)

64,650 19.4 x 1136 % = 8 dog (Stetson)

2 _. I- _ '_

0 _ h .... J 0I
0.5 0 - .5 -1

Windward Ray c_Eic Leeward Ray

(a) Re_=7.8 x 10_'/ft. Krogmann M_=5. (Ref.47):
Stetson M_=5.9 (Ref.49)

At the time. Stetson postulated that the effects of
bluntness diminished with increasing angle of attack.
thus the location of transition onset for the blunt

nosetips would eventually cease to move rezu'ward at
some small incidence angle. In the present test. the
location of transition onset for the bluntest nosetip (R,

= 0.125-in and Re,., = 40.625), Fig. 8a. initially moved
rearward for ot /O_. < 0.2 (hence the increased laminar
running length with increasing incidence).

Rn/R b ReR, n Reoo It "1

.-o--0.000 35 43 x 106

4 _ .-c--'0.014 11,200 43x106

_0.029 22,400 4.3 x 106

"o

o
.....=

¢J)

x

lo
¢:, 3 b

,....=

,t-
% 2
x

1

0 1 .... t , . , , _ i 2
1 05 0 -0.5 -1

Windward Ray o_ c Leeward Ray

(b) Re_=4.3 x IO_'/ft
Fig. 8. Nose bluntness and angle of attack
effects on windward/leeward-ray smooth body
transition locations. Normalized to sharp
cone values, 5 dog. straight cone, M®=6

(conventional)

In contrast to the sharp cone trend where
transition continues to move rein'ward, the transition
onset location for this bluntest nosetip revm,'sed iuxl

began to move fo_,ard as incidence angle was further
increased ((t/0, > 0.2). At that time, Stetson

conjectured that the blunt cone angle of attack trends
(curves) would turn and eventually approach the sharp
cone levels. The behavior postulated by Stetson was

exhibited by the present data, Fig. 8b, for Re,=4.3 x
10_'/fl. Stetson's bluntness parameter was R,,/R b and did

not account for Reynolds number effects.

5

Re¢ ft "1

o_

"o

x

2
X

1

Rn/R b Re R,n

'-c-0 000 35 43 x 106

4 ""4--0.000 65 7.8 x 106

•-_-0.014 11,200 43 x 106

-"B-0.014 20,300 7.8 x 106

"-"-"0.029 22,400 43 x 106

_0.029 40,625 7.8 x 106

0 _ _ _ J0s 6 -o_ -_

Windward Ray O¢0c Leeward Ray

Fig. 9. Nose bluntness and angle of attack
effects on windward/leeward-ray smooth body
transition locations. Normalized to blunt
cone values, 5 dog. straight cone, M®=6

(conventional)

In Fig. 9, the windward and leeward transition
onset locations presented in Fig. 8a-b have been re-
normalized to the location measured on the

con'eslxmding blunt nosetip at (* = 0 debwee.

Expression of angle of attack trends in windward
transition onset location in terms of the nose bluntness

Reynolds number (ReR.,0 suggest that angle of attack
effects (or /0_ < I) on transition onset appear to be

mitigated for ReR.o> 20,000.

Conventional Hypersonic and Low Disturbance

Supersonic Comparisons

The effects of tunnel noise on high-speed laminar
-turbulent transition are well documented and Schneider s

presents an excellent review. When comparing
hypersonic parametric trends inferred from
measurements on a slender cone to those obtained at

supersonic conditions, one must keep in mind that
different instability mechanisms are most likely present.
At supersonic conditions first mode instabilities prevail,
while at the hypersonic conditions of the present tests,
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tunnel boundary layer bleed slots. King observed that

under supersonic low disturbance conditions, increases
in angle of attack above et /0, > 0.12 did not pr(xiuce a
rearward movement of windward transition onset its wits
inferred from measurements under "'noisy" conditions.

The present M_=6 conventional hypersonic tunnel data
were obtained at Re_=7.8 x 10'Tft and did not exhibit
this behavior. As in Fig. 10, this unit Reynolds
number was selected so as to ensure transition on the

flared cone occurred upstream of the flare adverse

pressure gradient (x = 10-in.) and transition onset
measurements made on both the straight cone and the

flared cone could be presented. For these tests conducted

at supersonic and hypersonic conditions, ReR,< 1,500.
Curve fits to the data have been applied to clarify trends.

It is clear that the conventional tunnel exhibited the

same parametric trend as the supersonic data at "noisy"
conditions. In this special case, the parametric trend
from the conventional tunnel appears to be opposite to

that inferred l¥om the supersonic low disturbance tunnel.
The trends displayed in the supersonic low disturbance
facility remain inconclusive its the aft end of the cone
was outside the region established as "'quiet".

Comparison of Hypersonic Transition Onset in a
Conventional and a Low Disturbance Facility

A direct comparison of conventional vs. low
disturbance tunnel transition onset locations at adiabatic
wall conditions for the straight and flared cone at

comparable freestream conditions is shown, Fig. 12a-b,
for Re_=2.8 x 10"/ft. To the author's knowledge this

represents the first comparison of transition onset
location between a conventional and low disturbance

hypersonic tunnel utilizing common models
transition detection techniques.

5 deg cone _-

_- _...ddm _

--o-- 20-in Mach 6

0.8 (conventional)

I,-

0.7

t rr" n"

0.6 Transition not observed

on model (X T based on

model length of 25-in.)

0 5 10 15 20 25
x, inches

(a) 5 deg cone.

The conventional tunnel straight cone transition

onset location (Fig. 12a) inferred from the wall

temperature distribution near adiabatic conditions was

located x = 12.5-in. at a corresponding transition

Reynolds number (Rel) of 2.91 x 10'Tft. The meth_xl
for estimating transition onset via the adiabatic wall

temperature distribution was consistent with that u,'_xl
for tests in the quiet tunnel and consisted of determining
the intersection of two straight lines passing through

the laminar region and the sharp temperature rise near

the transition peak (see Fig. 6d) as discussed in Ref. 16.
At the correstxmding unit Reynolds number in the
Math 6 Nozzle Test Chamber Quiet Tunnel, the

boundary' layer on this same model remained completely
laminar n''. Thus. based upon the 25-in. model length

Re1 > 5.85 x 10% The transition onset Reynolds
number under low disturbance conditions is a factor of 2
or more relative to that measured on a straight cone in

the LaRC conventional hypersonic tunnel. This is

comparable to the factor of 2.3 measured on a straight
cone by Ref. 9 at supersonic "'quiet" and "noisy"
conditions. Unfortunately, the hypersonic low
disturbance tunnel was not operated "'noisy" for the
limited tests conducted with the straight cone model

a direct comparison to a conventional tunnel
measurement cannot be made.

1
_-5 deg cone---_.q_-----flare-----_

0.9 I__

0.8

O

0.7

0.6

0.5

CD ¢.D
o o _o
1,- T-- T--

x x x

eU eU c,'J

II It II

I- I" I--
0a ¢' 0_

rr rr rr"

Mach 6 NTC low disturbance
Mach 6 NTC noisy
20-in Mach 6 (conventional)

0 s 1; l's 20 '2 s
x, inches

(b) 5 deg flared cone

Fig. 12. Comparison of present smooth body
transition onset locations to that obtained in
the NASA LaRC M=6 NTC Quiet Tunnel at

low and high disturbance levels. M ==6,
Re®=2.8 x 10_/ft, a=0 deg, R.=0.0001-in.

Because transition on the straight cone was not
observed in tests conducted in the Math 6 Nozzle Test

Chamber Quiet Tunnel, emphasis of the stability tests

was placed on the flared cone. The flare was designed to
produce a nearly constant boundary' layer thickness that
was expected to enhance the likelih(×)d of transition via
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cone in Fig. 13a. For Rex/m > 9 x 10' the straight
cone and flared cone transition onset Reynolds numbers

are very consistent despite the lower thermocouple
spatial resolution on the flared cone model (and
increased uncertainties in transition onset location)
Above this value of Ret, transition onset has occurred
on the cone section of the flared cone and transition
onset locations between the two models should be
identical. As expected, below Re,/m = 9 x 10_' a

disparity between the transition onset Reynolds number
for the two conical models developed due If the
influence of the flare. At the lowest unit Reynolds

number, the straight cone boundary layer was wholly
laminar while the flare adverse pressure gradient has

presumably destabilized the txmndary layer and
promoted transition on the model.

Linear stability theory at supersonic conditions

suggest that transition should occur on cones at length
Reynolds numbers that are lower than on flat plates.
Measurements made in a low disturbance environment

(namely the LaRC supersonic quiet tunnel_-nol shown)
are consistent with this prediction and have shown cone-

to fiat plate transition Reynolds number ratios less than
unity-in the range of 0.8 to 0.9. In contrast,
experimental data obtained in conventional tunnels have
historically shown the opposite trend. Specifically,
measurements at supersonic Macb numbers in
conventional tunnels _c_have indicated cone-to flat plate

transition Reynolds number ratios greater than unity-in
the range of 2.2 to 2.5 (and 1.6 to 1.9 lor M_ = 6). As
suggested by Beckwith (Ref. 7) the observation that

Re_ ........t Re_.e_,,,_,< 1 (for conventional tunnels) may be
due to the faster boundary layer growth on a flat plate
relative to a cone and thus, stronger receptivity of the

flat plate to the incident acoustic field from the
turbulent test section walls found in the conventional

tunnels.

Consistent with historical observations, the

present data from the Math 6 conventional tunnel
(ReJm < 1 x 107) indicate that the straight cone affJ
flared cone transition onset Reynolds numbers were

higher than the correslxmding fiat plate data (see Fig.
13b) and hence would yield cone-to flat plate transition

Reynolds number ratios greater than one. However, for
Re_/m >__1 x 107 the present data show that the straight

cone and flared cone transition onset Reynolds number

was actually lower than or nearly equal to that measured
on the fiat plate (see Fig. 13b) and hence would yield

cone-to fiat plate transition Reynolds number ratios less
than one. Ironically, this observation at higher

Reynolds numbers at hypersonic edge Mach numbers, is
somewhat consistent with those made in the supersonic
low disturbance tunnel. As noted in Ref. 5, the LaRC

supersonic low disturbance tunnel run "'noisy"" also
yielded cone-to flat plate transition Reynolds number
ratios less than one (opposite to what was expected via
Pate's *" cone-to-flat plate transition findings) and was

never fully explained.

In general, the flat plate transition onset
Reynolds numbers fl'om the conventional LaRC Mach 6
tunnel are consistently higher than the flat plate M=3
and 3.7 data from the AEDC and JPL facilities. Since
it has been shown that the disturbance field sound

intensity correlates with test section size s" one might
expect better agreement of the present smooth flat plate
ReT data to the JPL results. Despite the similar test
section dimensions to the JPL tunnel, other factors such
as Mach number effects on radiated tunnel wall noise,

boundary layer receptivity on the flat plate, or the noise
reduction technology in the conventional tunnel settling
chamber may all have contributed to the higher Re1
values measured on the flat plate in the conventional

LaRC 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.

a Blunt flight data O Quiet tunnel run "quiet"

o Re-entry F flight dala N Quiet tunnel run "noisy"

o Sherman flight data C Conventional tunnel

Remainder of flight data SC Straight Cone

v DiCrista ground-test collection FC Flared Cone

10 8 _- LaRC M= =3.5

LaRC M= = 6

o

• o
[3 D ,_

" _]_O ,SCDD O.SCEst (Re]" based on end on cone)

v v v

v_C, Fff

z_
v

10 6 j _ , i * , h ' J' I_

0 2 4 6 Me 8 10 12

Fig. 14. Comparison of transition onset

Reynolds number on sharp cones near zero
angle of attack in flight and ground test as

reported in (Ref. 86) with present data.

Figure. 14 (adapted from Fig. I of Ref. 86)
shows both flight and ground based transition Reynolds
numbers for a range of edge Mach number {see Ref. 86
for citations of these datasets). Variations of this figure
are often used to indicate the inability of conventional

ground facilities to properly simulate free flight
conditions due to the higher disturbance levels generated
from radiated noise from wind tunnel walls. It also
shows an increase in transition onset Reynolds number

with increasing Mach number suggested by flight ',and

ground based measurements. The figure has been
modified to include the present straight cone and flared
cone results obtained at M,, = 5.4. Transition onset

Reynolds numbers from the LaRC conventional
hypersonic tunnel are generally consistent with the
ground measurements reported by DiCrista (see Ref. 86)
for sharp cones near c_ = 0 degree and the flight results
of Sherman (see Ref. 86).
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fiLctor for the most unstable first mode fi'equency wtLs
not much smaller than that predicted for the second
m_xle (2 versus 3.8) but such an explanation is purely

conjecture. A small N-factor at transition onset may
also suggest that early nonlinear interaction could be
present in the conventional wind tunnel due to a higher
disturbance environment. An earlier investigation +7

using nonlinear PSE indicated that nonlinear effects
were important for the Math 8 sharp cone experiment
conducted by Ref. 88. For the present experiment.
nonlinear interactions involving both second-re(Me

asymmetric first-mode disturbances may contribute to
transition. It is also possible that transition in the
conventional tunnel may be the result of nonlinear
mode interactions 2_ and interpretation of the results
ba+d on linear stability theory may not be adequate.
Further studies, both experimental and computational.

are necessary to clarify these issues.
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(a) Cold wall, T,, = 80.3 deg F (300K)

Instabilities associated with hypersonic bound_u'y

layers are quite sensitive to wall thermal conditions _.
Stability' calculations have indicated that wall-cooling
destabilizes second-mcx:le disturbances while stabilizing

the first mode. Fig. 16a shows predicted flared cone
second mode N factors obtained lor a "'cold" wall with a

temperature of 80.3 degree F (300 K). As anticipated,
the most amplified instability wave frequency increased
to 240 kHz for the cold wall case because the lyaundary

layer has thinned. This frequency is close to the earlier
stability predictions by Balakumar :_' which indicated a
slightly larger shift (up to 260kHz). Compared to the
adiabatic wall case. the N factors increased by

approximately 1.5 lot" the most amplified waves.
Assuming the correlated N factor associated with second
mode transition remained at 3.8, the predicted change in

the transition onset location under cold wall conditions

would be at most a 0.5-in. shift towards the nose.

Experimentally, observations made on the sharp straight
cone (see Fig. 6c) and on the sharp flared cone (not
shown) indicated that the transition onset locations were
indistinguishable for the adiabatic and transient cold-
wall cases at Re_ = 2.8 x 10"/ft. As the thermocouple

spatial resolution was 0.25-in. the experimental results
were not conclusive. The lack of movement in the
mmsition onset location lot adiabatic and cold wall

linear
in a

conditions may also suggest that the

amplification process is not as important
conventional tunnel environment.

14 Range of frequencies = 20 - 340kHz

13
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10

Z

6

5

4

-,:3- 230kHz

Quiet tunnel /

transition _ _/'

i J:

'" n "L,tunnel transltlO : c_ L, ,,

N=38 ;

1 ;,,'/_£r/ _'_ ". t- _

O0 ..... __ "_ " :.--_,'_ _-t5 10 15 20

(b) Adiabatic wall condition

Fig.16. Flared cone second mode transition
N-factor values for present Mach 6 transition
onset location relative to that obtained in
the NASA LaRC M=6 NTC Quiet Tunnel at
a low disturbance level, M®=6, Re®=2.8 x

106/ft, el=0 deg, R.=0.0001-in.

Table 2 summarizes the N values at transition
onset for selected wind tunnel conditions. The table
also includes second mode N factor values from linear
PSE calculations. The PSE N factors are in general

greater than the quasi-parallel LST N values, which are
used more often in transition correlations. Greater N
values in the linear PSE calculations may be attributed

to non-parallel effects and the upstream shift of the
neutrally stable location when PSE is employed.
Similar effects have also been observed in earlier

investigations _7s' for hypersonic fiat-plate and cone
boundary layers. The N factors at transition onset lot
the present experimental measurements fall in a range of
about 3 to 4.5 using linear stability theory and about 4
to 6.5 using linear PSE theory.
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TABLE 2. N-factor values correlated with

measured transition onset on the flared cone.
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